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COMMUNICATE WITH INTENTION
INNOVATE BOLDLY
CELEBRATE EVERYDAY
Our core values represent our most heartfelt tenets and beliefs – things we would never change, no matter what changes happen in our business.





Guiding Principles
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OUR PURPOSE: Building a Better World
We are obsessed with building better. We build better relationships that are based on trust and understanding. We build better systems that solve real problems. Most importantly, we put people first, giving them the tools they need to build a better life for themselves and their families. Thinking downstream is a muscle we exercise every day, taking care of the next person on the path ahead. We believe if we can be a catalyst for building a better world, we will all have a brighter future.

Meet the People
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OUR VISION: Create Life-Changing Impact
Achieving our vision is a journey, and we can’t do it alone. Strong relationships are crucial to our success to become an indispensable partner by creating life-changing impact for our customers, our team, and our communities.

Learn About Our History
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OUR BRAND PROMISE: Exceeding the Imagined
Our commitment to our customers is the common ground between what we do best and what they want. Our promise to them is that their systems should perform better than they imagined because they are designed, built, and installed with safety in mind by experts they trust.  We help our customers exceed the imagined.

Join Our Team







Employee Engagement
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ASI Foundation
We believe in staying connected to our local communities in the Kansas City, Detroit, and Cincinnati metropolitan areas while giving back and making a positive difference beyond our projects. Our foundation enables our team to engage in community service initiatives, volunteering our time, expertise, and resources to support causes that align with our values.
The ASI Foundation’s goals are to:
	Encourage the giving of our time, talent and treasure to charities and causes dear to our employees.
	Increase positive experiences for our team members among our family of companies.
	Have fun together.
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Celebrations & Holidays
Our work is a series of unique challenges sprinkled with incremental wins, as well as big victories. We are committed to celebrating them all. Celebrating is an everyday thing with us because it creates laughter, makes us grateful, and brings us together.
During holidays, our office transforms into a hub of excitement and camaraderie. Whether it’s decorating the workspace or organizing themed events, we believe in infusing each celebration with a sense of joy and togetherness. From lively conversations and laughter to friendly competitions and shared experiences, our holiday celebrations bring us closer as a team and reinforce the bonds we share.
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Intramural Sports
Staying active and having fun together are big reasons we participate in intramural sports year-round. Activities include volleyball, basketball, and a golf league.
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Let's talk about solutions


Headquarters
9230 E. 47th Street

Kansas City, MO 64133

816-356-0660 Phone

ALL LOCATIONS







                           